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A time dependent density functional treatment of superfluid dynamics:
Equilibration of the electron bubble in superfluid 4He

J. Elorantaa) and V. A. Apkarianb)

Department of Chemistry, University of California, Irvine, California 92697

~Received 24 July 2002; accepted 19 September 2002!

Time dependent density functionals are formulated and implemented in numerical simulations of the
equilibration dynamics of an excess electron in superfluid helium. Previously developed density
functionals that incorporate nonlocal potential and kinetic correlations and reproduce the dispersion
curve of liquid 4He, are used. The electron–helium interaction is treated using pseudopotentials,
after testing their accuracy in reproducing the static properties of the solvated electron bubble
through its known spectroscopy. The dynamics initiated by the sudden compression of the bubble is
dissected, and the results are favorably compared to classical hydrodynamics. In the near-field, the
fast motion corresponds to interfacial compressional waves, followed by the slow breathing of the
cavity. The far-field motion consists of a shock wave, followed by radiating sound waves. The
solitonic shock wave propagates at speeds as high as 580 m/s, determined by the amplitude of
excitation. The energy carried by the shock front ensures that the subsequent bubble dynamics
occurs in the linear response regime. Dissipation occurs through radiation of sound during the
acceleration stages of the bubble, carried by driven phonons ofl5ct5300 Å, wherec5240 m/s is
the speed of sound, andt5130 ps is the breathing period of the bubble. The interfacial waves
generate traveling excitations atk52 Å21, high on the positive roton branch. Excitations in the
roton well are not observed. The time dependent spectroscopy of the trapped electron is shown to
provide a sensitive probe of the evolving dynamics by tracking the damped oscillations of the
bubble, which is damped in two periods. The results are consistent with the related time-resolved
experiments on He2* Rydberg electrons, and significantly different from prior estimates of the
electron-bubble relaxation dynamics. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is, at present, significant interest in the mic
scopic dynamics of superfluid helium, as probed throu
spectroscopic studies of molecular impurities. Station
states of superfluid helium in heterogeneous media can
accurately simulated through quantum Monte Carlo metho
and dynamical properties can be extracted from such si
lations through linear response theory relying on analy
continuity.1 The closely related fixed node diffusion Mon
Carlo method has been advanced for treating station
states that carry angular momentum, as applied to the r
tion of molecular impurities in liquid helium droplets.2 There
is, however, no general formulation for simulations of no
stationary states, or dissipative dynamics, in the superfl
bath. Traditionally, explicit analysis of motion in Bose co
densates has been formulated through the nonlinear Sc¨-
dinger equation of Gross and Pitaevskii~GP!.3 However, to
realistically represent superfluid helium, nonlocal intera
tions must be included in the GP equation to approximate
characteristic dispersion curve of the superfluid.4,5 There is
no unique way of developing the nonlocal GP equatio
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moreover, extant examples are known to have unphys
features.4 Nevertheless, the approach has been gainfu
implemented to produce explicit descriptions of vortices, a
most relevant to the present studies, the generation and
ning of vortices accompanying the motion of a compressi
electron bubble and positive ions in liquid helium.6 In con-
trast, density functional theory~DFT!, with semiempirically
constructed functionals can accurately model superfl
helium.7 By incorporating both short-range correlations,8 and
long-range potential and velocity correlations that acco
for counterflow,9 functionals have been constructed to rep
duce the experimental dispersion curve of liquid helium a
its equation of state. Although DFT has been used with go
success to analyze structure and energetics in heterogen
systems, e.g., thin films10 and molecular impurities in
droplets,11 it has not been implemented in real-time dyna
ics. We recognize that time dependent density function
~TDDF! hold great promise for explicit simulations of dy
namics in superfluid helium. We demonstrate this in t
present work through the specific application to describe
equilibration dynamics of a suddenly prepared excess e
tron.

In a recent paper, we described the dynamic respons
liquid helium to the sudden promotion of a Rydberg electr
by short pulse laser excitation of He2(3a).12 A detailed de-
scription of the solvation structure in the different Rydbe
states of these excimers, which occur in bubbles formed
il:
9 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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the expulsion of liquid due to Pauli repulsion between Ry
berg electron and helium, was presented earlier using den
functional methods,13 andab initio pair potentials.14 The liq-
uid response attendant to the sudden promotion of the e
tron, consisting of a strongly damped oscillation of t
bubble, was followed through pump–probe measureme
and the experimental observables were reproduced thro
simulations using two-fluid hydrodynamics.12 Notwithstand-
ing the success of the treatment, fundamental issues re
ill resolved. Principally, the validity of applying classica
fluid dynamics to treat the microscopic quantum many-bo
dynamics of the superfluid is in question. Accepting the
lidity of classical hydrodynamics in this limit, approxima
tions made in the treatment deserve scrutiny. We assu
adiabaticity of motion, and hence linearity of the compre
ible liquid response, even though strong nonlinearities s
as the generation of shock waves are expected to preced
bubble motion. Moreover, in the semianalytic treatment,
interfacial width and dynamics were convoluted in the for
potential to reduce the dynamics to the time evolution of
bubble radius alone. In effect, the interface was assume
follow a Heaviside profile, even though our detailed dens
functional calculations show significant width and structu
due to the short-range interaction between helium atom13

Moreover, central to the classical simulations is the effect
force potential that describes the interaction between
compressible Rydberg electron and the compressible liq
Given the known nonadditivity of this interaction, the effe
tive force potential was extracted from the experiment
opposed to first principles. These considerations motivate
present treatment and choice of system. Instead of the e
mer, we will consider the solvation dynamics of an exce
electron in superfluid helium. We will use this prototype
compare classical hydrodynamics with the quantum dyn
ics as formulated through TDDF.

Excess electrons in superfluid helium have been ex
sively studied by experiment15–19 and theory.20–24 Electrons
are known to localize in large spherical solvation cavit
~‘‘bubbles’’! with a radii of ;12–19 Å determined by the
external pressure.17 The surrounding liquid forms a spheric
potential well, the minimum of which is located'1.2 eV
below the bottom of the conduction band.25 The relaxed,
localized excess electron can be well approximated as a
ticle in a spherical potential box that sustains several bo
levels.21 Experimental observations cover the 1s– 1p and
1s– 2p transitions,17,26 for which absorption spectra as
function of external pressure has been measured. Theory
ther predicts the existence of boundn51 and 2 states with
higher angular momenta.21

Formation dynamics of the electron bubble~i.e., electron
localization! in liquid helium is less well understood than i
static properties. The process is thought to begin with
trapping of a quasifree electron by density fluctuatio
Given the strong electron–helium interaction, highly nonl
ear liquid dynamics can be expected to accompany this
cess. The incipient bubble is then expected to adiabatic
expand toward its final equilibrium configuration. This sta
is expected to be the slowest part in the electron localiza
process, as it involves the displacement of a large volum
Downloaded 12 Feb 2004 to 128.200.47.19. Redistribution subject to AIP
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solvent. The equilibration process can be expected to p
ceed in a damped oscillatory manner, as excess energ
dissipated by the surrounding superfluid. In the absence
direct experimental observations of the relaxation dynam
a variety of descriptions have been offered, as summarize
Ref. 24. Electron drift experiments have provided the tim
scale for the initial trapping~few ps!,27 but these experiment
do not provide information regarding the time scale f
equilibration. The final stage of the relaxation process can
expected to be similar to that of the He2* excimer bubble.12

The excimer can be regarded as an electron with a He2
1 core,

which accordingly forms a somewhat smaller solvati
bubble. Despite differences in the compressibility of an e
cess electron versus that of a Rydberg electron, to the ex
that the dynamics is controlled by the motion of the liqu
we would expect similar time scales for equilibration. Jortn
et al. modeled the last~adiabatic! stage of localization using
hydrodynamics, with an approximate rate of dissipati
through sound emission.24 Starting with the assumption o
Rb(t50)53.5 Å for the incipient bubble, they calculate th
time to reach the equilibrium bubble radius ofRb517 Å as
t58.5 ps. This value is not too different from the earli
estimate of Jianget al.,28 of t5Rb /c57 ps which assumes
that the bubble edge expands at the velocity of soundc
5240 m/s. These time scales are more than an order of m
nitude smaller than the observed oscillation period of
Rydberg electron bubble, oft5150 ps. Note that if the
bubble expansion velocity approaches the speed of so
then the assumptions of adiabaticity and linear respon
which requirev/c!1, breakdown.29 The nonlinear respons
of the liquid must now be explicitly incorporated in realist
treatments. There clearly is a need for a more detailed un
standing of this fundamental process, which is prototypi
of solvation dynamics in a quantum bath. The TDDF sim
lations that we present provide significant insights in t
regard.

The aims of this paper are to describe the relaxat
dynamics of the excess electron in superfluid4He using time
dependent density functionals, and to compare the res
with the hydrodynamic treatment of the same problem.
carry out the comparison, it is necessary to extract effec
hydrodynamic potentials from the TDDDF calculation
which we accomplish through the Madelung30 transform that
provides the general connection between classical hydro
namics and quantum mechanics. The governing TDDF eq
tions are presented in Sec. II, with the details of the num
cal implementations given in Appendices A and B.

II. FORMULATION

Liquid 4He can be described using density function
theory, by reducing the many-body problem to an effect
single particle Schro¨dinger equation. The energy function
of Dupont-Rocet al., including the electron–liquid interac
tion, is defined as follows~atomic units assumed throughou
\51!:8
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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E@C#5
1

2MHe
E u¹C~r !u2d3r

1
1

2 E E r~r !Ul~ ur 2r 8u!r~r 8!d3r 8d3r

1
c

2 E r~r !~r~r !!11gd3r

1EEr~r !UPS~ ur 2r 8u!rel~r 8!d3r 8d3r , ~1!

wherer(r )5uC(r )u2 and the auxiliary functions are define
as

Ul~r !5H 4eF S s

r D 12

2S s

r D 6G when r>h,

Ul~h!S r

hD 4

when r ,h,

~2!

r~r !5E r~r 8!Ph~ ur 2r 8u!d3r 8,

where Ph~r !5H 3

4ph3 when r<h

0 when r .h,

where the screening distanceh is 2.377 Å and model param
etersc andg are 10 455 400 K Å313g and 2.8, respectively
TheUl function assumes a Lennard-Jones interaction at l
range, with parameterse510.22 K ands52.556 Å, and
screening at short range. The auxiliary function in Eq.~2!
provides spherical averaging for the liquid density.UPS de-
notes the electron–He pseudopotential that will be defi
below. This DFT model is expected to work well with impu
rity centers in liquid helium, because it is able to appro
mately reproduce the roton minimum in the dispers
curve.8,31 An extension of this functional has been propos
by Dalfovo, Stringariet al. as follows:7,9

E@C#5
1

2MHe
E u¹C~r !u2d3r

1
1

2 E E r~r !Ul
e~ ur 2r 8u!r~r 8!d3r 8d3r

1
c2

2 E r~r !~r~r !!2d3r 1
c3

3 E r~r !~r~r !!3d3r

2
as

4MHe
EEF~ ur 2r 8u!S 12

r~r !

r0s
D¹r~r !•¹r~r 8!

3S 12
r~r 8!

r0s
Dd3r 8d3r

1EEr~r !UPS~ ur 2r 8u!rel~r 8!d3r 8d3r , ~3!

where Ul
e corresponds to the Lennard-Jones pair poten

~s52.556 Å ande510.22 K! with complete screening a
short distances (Ul

e[0 when ur 2r 8u<h, h52.1903 Å),c2

522.411 8573104 K Å6, c351.858 4963106 K Å9, as
Downloaded 12 Feb 2004 to 128.200.47.19. Redistribution subject to AIP
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554.31 Å3, r0s50.04 Å3, F(r ) is defined as Gaussia
(F(r )5p23/2l 23 exp(2r2/l2)) with l 51 Å, andUPS denotes
the electron–helium pseudopotential. This functional h
been applied to describe the static properties of He2* excimer
bubbles in superfluid helium.13 An approximation was made
in the kinetic energy correlation term@fifth term in Eq.~3!#,
which holds well in cases where variations around the eq
librium density are small~see Ref. 7!. Improved behavior in
dynamical applications can be expected from the functio
of Dalfovo, Stringariet al., which accounts for backflow,7,9

Ebf@C~r ,t !#52
MHe

4 E E U j~ ur 2r 8u!r~r ,t !r~r 8,t !

3~v~r ,t !2v~r 8,t !!2d3r 8d3r , ~4!

whereU j is expressed as

U j~r !5~g111g12r
2!e2a1r 2

1~g211g22r
2!e2a2r 2

~5!

and g115219.7544, g21520.2395, g12512.5616 Å22,
g2250.0312 Å22, a151.023 Å22, a250.149 12 Å22. The
liquid velocity v(r ,t) is defined via the probability current,

v~r ,t !52
i

2MHe
S ¹C~r ,t !

C~r ,t !
2

¹C* ~r ,t !

C* ~r ,t ! D . ~6!

Equation~3! with backflow included reproduces the liqui
helium dispersion curve with good accuracy as shown
Refs. 7 and 9. For time propagation@see Eq.~9!#, the func-
tional derivative of Eq.~4! with respect toC* must be cal-
culated. For backflow this can be obtained as

dEbf

dc*
52

MHe

2
C~r ,t !E U j~ ur 2r 8u!r~r 8,t !~v~r ,t !

2v~r 8,t !!2d3r 81
i

2 S ¹r•
•

C* ~r ,t !

1
¹C* ~r ,t !

C* ~r ,t !2 D E U j~ ur 2r 8u!r~r ,t !r~r 8,t !

3~v~r ,t !2v~r 8,t !!d3r 8, ~7!

where the divergence operator operates on every multipl
tive term depending onr occurring after it~• denotes the
place where the term outside parentheses is inserted!. The
backflow functional is expected to play a significant role
the large momentum region of the dispersion curve and
therefore required for proper description of dynamics occ
ring near the roton minimum. The importance of backflow
describing rotons is nicely demonstrated in Ref. 32.

Stationary solutions~i.e., dE/dC* 50) for Eqs.~1! or
~3! can be obtained via the self-consistent treatment of
time independent density functional equation,

2
1

2MHe
DC~r !1U~r,r !C~r !5mC~r !, ~8!

whereU(r ) is the effective nonlinear potential, correspon
ing to Eqs.~1! or ~3!, that depends on one particle wav
function viar5uCu2 andm is the chemical potential~aver-
age energy per boson;;27 K/atom!. For the ground state
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded 12 Fe
TABLE I. Equilibrium geometries for the electron bubble as a function of external pressure are shown.
given pressure, the liquid bulk density is taken from its equilibrium value at 1.5 K. Transition energie
expressed in meV. Note that the 1s– 2s transition is included only for reference as the transition momen
zero. Experimental transition energies were obtained from Ref. 19 andV0 values from Ref. 25.V0 denotes the
potential well depth for the electron when the liquid is in equilibrium around the 1s state andE1s the corre-
sponding zero-point energy.

Functional
P

~atm!
V0

~eV!
E1s

~eV!
Rb

~Å!
a

~Å21!
1s– 1p
~meV!

1s– 2s
~meV!

1s– 2p
~meV!

DR-PS1 0 4.6 0.10 19.5 0.82 107 305 512
DR-PS1 1.2 4.7 0.12 18.2 0.92 121 348 584
DR-PS1 2.8 4.8 0.13 16.9 1.05 138 394 662
DR-PS1 6.0 4.9 0.16 15.2 1.39 165 473 795
DR-PS1 12.3 5.1 0.19 13.5 2.17 201 578 970
SD-PS1 0 4.6 0.11 18.8 1.04 111 319 536
SD-PS1 1.2 4.7 0.12 17.7 1.19 125 358 601
SD-PS1 2.8 4.8 0.13 16.5 1.43 140 402 674
SD-PS1 6.0 4.9 0.16 15.0 2.06 166 477 801
SD-PS1 12.3 5.1 0.19 13.5 3.07 201 577 969
DR-PS2 0 3.0 0.10 19.4 0.81 105 301 504
DR-PS2 1.2 3.0 0.11 17.9 0.89 120 342 573
DR-PS2 2.8 3.0 0.13 16.8 1.01 136 388 649
DR-PS2 6.0 3.1 0.16 15.1 1.28 163 465 777
DR-PS2 12.3 3.2 0.19 13.5 1.90 198 566 947
SD-PS2 0 3.0 0.10 18.6 1.01 110 315 528
SD-PS2 1.2 3.0 0.12 17.5 1.13 123 353 591
SD-PS2 2.8 3.0 0.13 16.4 1.32 138 395 662
SD-PS2 6.0 3.1 0.16 14.8 1.80 164 468 785
SD-PS2 12.3 3.2 0.19 13.3 2.69 198 566 948
DR-PS3 0 1.7 0.10 19.2 0.77 104 293 487
DR-PS3 1.2 1.7 0.11 17.9 0.84 118 332 551
DR-PS3 2.8 1.8 0.13 17.1 0.92 133 375 621
DR-PS3 6.0 1.8 0.15 15.0 1.11 159 447 738
DR-PS3 12.3 1.9 0.19 13.5 1.46 193 552 890
SD-PS3 0 1.7 0.10 18.5 0.94 108 307 510
SD-PS3 1.2 1.7 0.12 17.3 1.03 121 343 569
SD-PS3 2.8 1.8 0.13 16.3 1.15 136 383 634
SD-PS3 6.0 1.8 0.15 14.8 1.43 160 452 747
SD-PS3 12.3 1.9 0.19 13.3 1.94 193 543 893
Expt. 0 ;1.2 ¯ ¯ 105 ¯ 510
Expt. 1.2 ¯ ¯ ¯ 120 ¯ 560
Expt. 2.8 ¯ ¯ ¯ 135 ¯ 620
Expt. 6.0 ¯ ¯ ¯ 160 ¯ 720
Expt. 12.3 ;1.4 ¯ ¯ 190 ¯ 860
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solutionC can be taken as a non-negative real function. T
eigenvalue equation is nonlinear and must be solved s
consistently, for details see Ref. 13.

Time evolutionof the superfluid liquid can be obtaine
by integrating the time-dependent density functional start
with a suitable initial single particle wave function,

i
]C~r ,t !

]t
52

1

2MHe
DC~r ,t !1U~C,r ,t !C~r ,t !

2mC~r ,t !. ~9!

This equation results from the least action principle, wh
requires thatC(r ,t) is a stationary solution with respect t
variationsdC* (r ,t). Subtraction of the chemical potentia
from the left-hand side of Eq.~9! merely removes a constan
phase factor from the wave function. The numerical solut
of Eq. ~9! is carried out on a regular grid in coordinate spa
The details are given in Appendix A. The alternate choice
propagation in action variables, is briefly discussed in A
pendix B.
b 2004 to 128.200.47.19. Redistribution subject to AIP
is
lf-

g

h

n
.
f
-

The excess electronis assumed to adiabatically follow
the liquid. Consistent with a given liquid density profile, th
time independent radial Schro¨dinger equation is solved to
obtain the electron wave function,

2
1

2Mel
Dcel~r !1

l ~ l 11!

2Melr
2 cel~r !

1E rHe~r 8!UPS~ ur 2r 8u!d3r 8cel~r !5lcel~r !, ~10!

whereUPS is the electron–helium pseudopotential andl is
the electron angular momentum. This equation is solved
each time step. While the dynamics is carried out on sph
cally symmetric states, the instantaneous energies of exc
states was obtained by choosinglÞ0 in Eq. ~10!.

The electron–helium interactionis represented through
pseudo potentials~PS!, for which three different choices
were used. The first two are defined as33
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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UPS~r !5Ae2br2
a

2

1

~r 21d2!2 . ~11!

In PS1: A549.76 a.u.,b52.6 a.u., in PS2: A517.832 a.u.,
b52.15 a.u. Both parameter sets using Eq.~3! share the
same polarization switching constantd250.7 a.u. and atomic
polarizability of heliuma ~1.3834 a.u.!. PS3 is the pseudo
potential of Jortneret al., calculated numerically accordin
to the prescription in Ref. 20. While PS1 and PS2 reprod
electron–He scattering data, PS3 was motivated by the e
tron bubble in the liquid, and proves to be more accurate
representing the interaction of the electron with the liquid

To define the evolving liquid density in terms of bubb
dynamics and to compare results with the classical semi
lytic treatment, we use Jortner’s trial function for the dens
as a template to provide a reduced description of the liqui
the interfacial region,20

r~r ,R0 ;a!

5H 0 when r<R0 ,

r0~12@11a~r 2R0!#e2a~r 2R0!! when r .R0 ,

~12!

where a defines the steepness of the interface, andR0 is
approximately related to the bubble radiusRb'R012/a.
From the least squares fit of the instantaneous density to
~12!, we extractRb(t) anda(t).

Dissipation in the present occurs through radiatio
Rather than monitoring the outbound energy flux at
boundary, where absorbing conditions are implemented,
consider the flux through a shell placed atr 5400 Å, well-
removed from the bubble edge and the boundary ar
5500 Å. The kinetic energy flux is computed as

Ekin~ t !5
MHe

2 E
Rini

`

r~r !v~r !2d3r

'
MHe

2 E
0

tE
Rini

Rini1D

r~r !v~r !2
vs

D
d3rdt, ~13!

wherevs is the first velocity of sound andD is length of a
finite integration slab~20 Å!. Although strictly applicable for
sound waves, this method was tested by comparing it w
integration over the entire region to be reliable and void
boundary effects.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Static properties

The results of the static calculations as a function
pressure are summarized in Table I for the two function
DR Eq.~1! and SD Eq.~3!, and the three different electron
helium pseudopotentials~PS1, PS2, PS3!. The table reports
the depth of the potentialV0 in the spherical bubble at equ
librium with the 1s state, the zero-point energyE1s of the 1s
electron, and transition energies to various excited sta
The best agreement with experiments is obtained from
SD-PS3 calculations. As shown in the plot of Fig. 1, t
1s– 1p transition, which carries most of the oscillato
strength (f 50.968),21 is predicted to within the known ex
Downloaded 12 Feb 2004 to 128.200.47.19. Redistribution subject to AIP
e
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e
e
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s.
e

perimental uncertainty at all measured pressures. In the
of the weaker 1s– 2p transition (f 52.631022), the calcu-
lated transition energies are slightly larger than the exp
ment, and this deviation grows with pressure. This is a
flection of the accuracy of the pseudopotential, which see
to be more repulsive at short range than necessary. Ind
the predicted value ofV0 , which should locate the conduc
tion level. The values predicted by PS1 and PS2, which
more than a factor of 2 larger than the experiment, are un
ceptably large. The best value are obtained using PS3, w
remains;0.5 eV above the experiment. This discrepan
was already noted in Ref. 20 when the limitk→0 for the
electron was taken. Note, beside the optically access
states from the 1s state, other bound states also exi
E(1s– 2s)5325 meV, E(1s– 1d)5241 meV, E(1s– 2d)
5793 meV at zero pressure. However the oscillator streng
connecting these transitions are zero.

FIG. 1. Experimental~Ref. 19! and calculated pressure dependencies
1s– 1p and 1s– 2p transitions of the excess electron in liquid helium. Th
results are for the SD functional, using PS3 for the electron–helium pse
potential~see text!.

FIG. 2. The equilibrium densities of the electron and liquid at two differe
pressures, SVP (T51.5 K) andP512 atm. The electron densities have be
scaled by a factor of 50. The results are for the SD-PS3 calculation.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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The electron and liquid densities obtained from the S
PS3 calculation are shown in Fig. 2. The liquid bubble rad
shrinks from 19 to 13 Å, betweenP50 and 12 atm, respec
tively. This is a manifestation of the high compressibility
the electron~see Fig. 2!. Table I shows that the differen
pseudopotentials yield similar bubble radii, with a variati
of 1 Å in Rb , which is comparable to the interfacial thick
ness;1/a. Similarly, the present static bubble properti
agree with results obtained from the semiempirical bub
model.20,21 However, the present calculations do not cont
any adjustable parameters, such as surface tension, whi
commonly varied in the reduced models to obtain agreem
with experiments. Figure 2 also highlights the liquid dens
oscillations at the interface, which originate from kinetic a
potential correlations in the functionals. The density mod
lation depth grows as the bubble is compressed by press
and this static picture clearly identifies the ripples that m

FIG. 3. Gray scale profiles:~a! the liquid densityr(r ,t); ~b! the density flux
mHer(r ,t)v(r ,t) for the DR-PS3 calculation. The initial displacement of t
bubble corresponds to an 8 Å compression from equilibrium.
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accompany any dynamics in the bubble radius. While th
oscillations must be present due to the repulsive core of
He–He interactions, they are not directly observable in
periments. Spectroscopic observables are sensitive to
grals over the density, hence the success of treatments b
on the trial function of Eq.~12!.22 As in the case of the static
observables, the dynamics of the interfacial ripples is
sorbed in the effective interaction potential in reduced tre
ments of bubble dynamics. The TDDF treatment should
able a dissection of dynamics that may be insepara
convoluted in the experimental observables, providing
sights in the role of various motions.

B. Equilibration dynamics

The dynamics at issue is that of the equilibration b
tween electron and liquid, upon the sudden trapping of
electron. Here, the process is initiated artificially, by displa
ing the equilibrium structure of the liquid, by simply displa
ing Rb . The time evolution of the liquid and the adiabat
electron is then followed using the TDDF. The DR fun
tional, which carries less computational overhead, was u
to carry out simulations with four different displacements
initial condition: DRb(t50)521, 22, 24, and28 Å. The
SD functional was reserved to compute the dynamics w
the largest initial displacement,DRb(t50)528 Å. Beyond
this displacement, the initial dynamics becomes highly n
linear and therefore the validity of the present treatme
become suspect.

A rather complete picture of the liquid response to t
sudden compression of the electron bubble is summarize
the contour plots of density and fluid flux,r(r ,t) and
MHer(r ,t)v(r ,t), shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. The contours
are for a liquid slab of 500 Å, with the electron bubble at t
origin, propagated for 150 ps after an initial displacement
DRb(t50)528 Å. The bubble edge is seen to breathe, w
the first recursion occurring att;130 ps. The motion imme-
diately launches a shock front, which can be seen to re
the boundary neart590 ps, traveling at a speed ofv
5560 m/s. This is followed by the main density wave, whi

FIG. 4. Snapshots of the electron density at 2.5 ps time steps during
expansion stage of the bubble. The calculation uses DR-PS3, with 8 Å initial
compression of the bubble.
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propagates with the speed of sound, atv5240 m/s. The
wakes accompanying these waves are clearly visible in
3. The fluid flow pattern behind the main sonic front is mo
clear in Fig. 3~b!.

Snapshots of the electron density, as it tracks the liq
motion, is shown in Fig. 4. The figure illustrates the co
pressibility of the electron, which faithfully follows the cav
ity oscillations. Indeed, the time dependent spectroscop
the trapped electron provides the most direct interrogatio
the ongoing dynamics. The time dependence of the bo
energy levels of the electron is shown in Fig. 5. As t
bubble expands from its initial compressed radius of 11
all energy levels are lowered. As the bubble reaches its m
mum radius, the 1s and 2p state energies are reduced
;0.2 and 1 eV, respectively. Upon recompression of
bubble, the energy levels of the confined electron increas
reach a maximum att;130 ps. This near-field recursion o
the liquid density is incomplete due to dissipation, as su
the state energies do not recover to their initial values. T
ing advantage of the differential solvation of the electr
states, e.g., by probing the 2p←1s transition in time, the
ongoing liquid dynamics can be most directly followed. Th
in essence, is what was done in Ref. 12 for He2* .

The near-field motion of the liquid, consisting of th
interfacial dynamics of the bubble, can be summarized
terms of the time dependent bubble radiusRb and interfacial

FIG. 5. Electronic energy levels as a function of time@SD-PS3, with
DRb(t50)528 Å].
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steepnessa ~inverse of interfacial width!. These are obtained
by fitting the interfacial density profile to the trial function o
Eq. ~12!. Table II summarizes the extrema reached inRb and
a, for different initial compressions of the bubble. The tim
for first recursion when the minimum radius is reached,
mains constant at 125 ps for initial displacements as larg
4 Å. Beyond this limit the breathing motion becomes anh
monic. For an initial compression ofDRb(t50)528 Å, the
period expands by;5% to 132 ps. In contrast, the interfaci
thinning, as measured by the maximum value ofa reached,
remains directly proportional to the initial displacement
the bubble. The relation between the interfacial thinning v
sus the bubble breathing motion is clarified in Fig. 6, whe
the time evolution ofRb and a are plotted. The interfacia
thickness follows the slow breathing motion; as the bub
expands the interface thickens and as it contracts the in
face thins. The only deviation from this is at the very beg
ning, when the bubble radius is displaced and the liquid
allowed to evolve. The immediate motion consists entirely
the fast ripple associated with the steepening of the interfa
with little change in the interfacial barycenter. The pha
portrait of the bubble motion, represented asRb versusRb in
Fig. 7, more clearly illustrates this near-field dynamics. T
initial oscillations in velocity withRb nearly constant at 18.2
Å, reflect the ripples in the compressible interface, before

FIG. 6. Upper panel: time evolution of the bubble radius,Rb . Lower panel:
time evolution of the interfacial steepness,a @DR-PS3, withDRb(t50)
521 Å]. For definitions ofRb anda, see Eq.~12!.
bble
nd
of

ith the
TABLE II. Summary of results from bubble dynamics as a function of the initial displacement of the bu
radiusRb from its equilibrium value~see Table I!. The equilibrium density of the liquid is chosen to correspo
to that of the saturated vapor pressure atT51.5 K. Max. and Min. denote the outer and inner turning points
the bubble, respectively. The HD method corresponds to the hydrodynamic calculation of Ref. 12, w
effective potential extracted from the TDDF calculations.

Method
Init.

Rb (Å)
Init.

a ~Å21!
Max.

Rb (Å)
Max.

a ~Å21!
Min.

Rb (Å)
Min.

a ~Å21!
Max.
t (ps)

Min.
t (ps)

DR-PS3 18.2 0.77 19.8 0.73 18.9 0.78 58 125
« 17.2 0.77 20.4 0.70 18.6 0.80 57 125
« 15.2 0.77 21.7 0.66 17.9 0.85 57 126
« 11.2 0.77 24.5 0.60 16.7 0.98 59 132
SD-PS3 11.2 0.77 23.1 0.69 16.4 1.20 51 116
HD 11.2 ¯ 23.4 ¯ 17.6 ¯ 70 148
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bubble starts to expand. The interfacial waves quiet down
the time the bubble edge reaches 18.5 Å, and in the su
quent motion a adiabatically follows the bubble radius
Note, the maximum velocity reached by the bubble, a
therefore the maximum fluid velocity anywhere, is 6 m/s
this example. This is well below the critical velocity of su
perfluid helium ~;60 m/s! and therefore may well be re
garded as adiabatic dynamics. At larger initial displaceme
the bubble edge velocity reaches 50 m/s, but this is most
local velocity due to interfacial compression, and the m
liquid flow occurs at substantially slower velocities as illu
trated in Table II. For example, in the SD-PS3 simulation
which the bubble radius is initially compressed by 8 Å, in t
first period of motion the radius overshoots to a maxim
value of 23.1 Å att551 ps. Therefore the mean bubble e
pansion velocity of^Ṙb&524 m/s remains well below the
speed of sound of 240 m/s. The spiraling of the phase por
in Fig. 7 clearly indicates the dissipative nature of the brea
ing motion, which is damped out entirely after two period
The high frequency noise toward the very end of the traj
tory is due to the residue of waves reflected from the bou
ary, due to imperfect absorbing boundary conditions for lo
wavelength components.

The far-field dynamics of the liquid is summarized
terms of the energy flux through the slab atr 5400 Å, ac-
cording to Eq.~13!. A plot of the arriving kinetic energy is
shown in Fig. 8~a! along with the bubble edge motion ex
tracted from the same simulation, which is shown in F
8~b!. Except for the initial shock front, which is observe
when the initial bubble displacement is large, the far-fie
liquid dynamics can be related to different stages of
bubble edge motion by taking the retardation time,t r5t
2r /c, into account. In the present simulations, normal sou
waves travel at a velocity ofc;240 m/s. The shock wave
are observed to travel without dispersion, at velocities
300–600 m/s proportional to their amplitude. These solito
waves are expected based on the nonlinear dispersion c
of the medium, which is faithfully incorporated in the de
sity functionals.34 The data in Table III illustrate that fo

FIG. 7. Phase portrait,Rb vs Rb for SD-PS3 withDRb(t50)521 Å. The
bubble edge velocity was evaluated at the mass center of the interface,
Eq. ~6!.
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small initial displacements from equilibrium, the energy c
ried by the shock front is negligible. Note in the case of t
8 Å initial displacement,;8% of the excess energy is carrie
by the solitary wave. Such a process should be observ
experimentally, and would provide a rather rigorous test
the accuracy of the TDDF in reproducing this highly nonli
ear dynamics. The simulations clearly show that the non
ear response of the fluid is limited to the shock front, a
therefore rapidly removed from the near-field. Except for t
initial nonlinearity, the shape of kinetic energy flow of Fi
8~a! remains identical for different initial displacements, wi
the small differences in the amplitude of the stepwise dis
pation of energy. The letter code in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b! con-
nects the motion in the far-field to the near-field by taki
retardation into account. The first step jump in energy fl
~A! originates from the interfacial compression wave, a
travels without dispersion atv5300 m/s ahead of the mai
density wave. The subsequent step jumps in energy are
sociated with acceleration/decceleration of the bubble a
turning points, while the flat parts in energy flux correspon
to the constant velocity portion of the bubble motion. Th
the simulated dynamics clearly manifest that it is the acc
eration of volume that leads to radiation of sound. No
radiation is larger at the inner turning points, at~B! and~D!,

ing

FIG. 8. ~a! Kinetic energy flow through a 20 Å slab placed at 400 Å fro
the origin.~b! The associated bubble edge trajectory. The labels connec
dynamics through the retarded time,t r5t2r /c, where r 5400 Å and c
5240 m/s is the speed of sound.
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Downloaded 12 Fe
TABLE III. Energy flow through a shell atR5400 Å, for a simulation period oft50 – 150 ps.

Method
DRb(t50)

~Å!

Supersonic wave Sonic wave

Velocity
~m/s!

Contrib.
~%!

Energy
~cm21!

Velocity
~m/s!

Contrib.
~%!

Energy
~cm21!

DR-PS3 21 ¯ ¯ ¯ 240 100 3
DR-PS3 22 300 4 0.5 240 96 11
DR-PS3 24 440 2 ;1 240 98 60
DR-PS3 28 560 8 26 240 92 300
a
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than at the outer turning point, at~C!. This is also well-
established in cavitation dynamics, and may be regarded
manifestation of the effective mass of the bubble, which
creases with its volume. The liquid velocities and their a
celeration are highest at the inner turning point of the bub
and accordingly nonlinearities in liquid flow dominate durin
the compression stroke.35

The nature of the excitations that carry out the obser
far-field dynamics is of interest. To this end, we have carr
out Fourier analysis of the spherical waves involved in
evolving liquid density. A bimodal distribution of wavevec
tors is observed. The main excitation is carried by long-wa
phonons, centered atl5300 Å. This peak can be rationalize
by noting that it corresponds to the driven excitations due
the breathing of the bubble,l5ct'300 Å ~wheret5130 ps
is the breathing period of the bubble andc5240 m/s).
Clearly, the proper simulation of the dynamics requires a s
larger than this limit, hence the choice of the simulation c
of 500 Å. Figure 9 shows that the excitation density dec
near k51 Å21, near the maxon region of the dispersio
curve, and peak again neark52 Å21, on the positive roton
branch. Notably, no excitations are generated in the regio
the roton well, for 1 Å21,k,2 Å21, and none belonging to
the negative roton branch is observed in the 300 ps dura
of the longest simulations. The applied density function
are not valid fork.2.3 Å21, although there is a weak ta
extending to this region in Fig. 9. The main difference b
tween DR and SD functionals is that the DR dispersion cu

FIG. 9. Spatial~60–500 Å! Fourier transform of the liquid density att
540 ps is shown. The data corresponds to the DR-PS3 calculation with
initial displacement inRb . The k50 component is due to the static, mea
density profile, which was not subtracted.
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is located higher in energy than the SD atk.0.5 Å21. Thus,
the expectation is that the high momentum region should
more easily accessible in the case of SD. However, this m
only have contribution in initial energy dissipation since t
slow bubble edge dynamics is predominantly controlled
phonons. Thus, the bubble edge recursion times are not
sensitive to the choice of the functional in this respect~see
Table II!. Furthermore, it should be remembered that the
plied SD functional contains approximations in the kine
energy correlation functional@fifth term in Eq. ~3!# and it
may not be reliable in cases where large amplitude mod
tions occur in the liquid density. The space–time distributi
of the long wave phonons responsible for radiation of sou
in the far-field are very similar in both treatments, since bo
functionals are reliable in the linear dispersion region. A
general trend, the SD functionals produce slightly shor
recursion times than the DR.

C. Comparison with classical hydrodynamics

The hydrodynamic equations of motion are develop
by solving for the time evolution of the bubble radius subje
to the force potentialthat acts on the bubble. For direct com
parisons, we can extract the acting force potential from
TDDF treatment, by computing the parametric depende
of the pressure onRb . The connection between the instant
neous density and pressure in the liquid is made through
Madelung transformation,30

P~r b!52E
Rb

`

r~r !
]z~r !

]r
dr,

~14!

z~r !5U~r !2m2
DAr~r !

2MHeAr~r !
,

whereU is defined in Eq.~1! and we have set the extern
pressure@P(`)# to zero. The pressure on the bubble is t
force integrated on the interfacial shell,

P~Rb!52
~]Uhd/]R!uR5Rb

4pRb
2 , ~15!

whereUhd is the hydrodynamic force potential acting on th
bubble. As the semianalytic hydrodynamical model assum
a sharp liquid interface, the effective potential will includ
the interfacial dynamics as well as all the quantum effe
@for example, quantum pressure in Eq.~14!#. The resulting
potential that is shown in Fig. 10 appears fairly harmon
consistent with the near independence of the breathing

Å
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riod on initial displacement~see Table II!. The potential is
limited to the range accessed by the dynamics. The attrac
part of this potential is due to the surface tension, which
collective effect implicit in the microscopic TDDF treatmen
In HD treatments, assumptions must be made to relate
part of the potential to macroscopic properties. Using
extracted potential, we carry out the semianalytic hydro
namical calculations@Eq. ~16! of Ref. 12# for the breathing
motion of a spherical bubble in a compressible liquid, in t
linear limit. The results are summarized in Table II under
HD label. The amplitudes of the bubble motion, its ma
mum dilation and minimum value at recursion, compare w
with the TDDF results; however, the period of motion
longer by;15%, indicating that the HD equation of motio
overestimates the rate of radiation. Given the indirect na
of this comparison, through the construct of the effect
potential in which the motions of the compressible elect
and interface are convoluted, the classical hydrodynam
clearly captures the proper physics. It does so at neglig
computational overhead, to be compared with the TD
simulations that require an execution time of several da
Moreover, the classical hydrodynamics allows for finite te
perature calculations with the incorporation of T-depend
viscosity. The main shortcoming of the hydrodynamic tre
ment is the difficulty in providing a first principles justifica
tion of the extracted interaction potential. In the TDDF tre
ment, this role is relegated to the electron-helium pse
potentials, which are semiempirically constructed from sc
tering and spectroscopic data.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have formulated time dependent density function
for the explicit simulation of microscopic dynamics in supe
fluid helium. We applied the method to describe the equ
bration dynamics of a suddenly trapped excess electron.
functionals developed by Dupont-Rocet al. ~DR! and Strin-
gari, Dalfovo et al. ~SD! lead to similar results for the ob
servables. Based on the static properties of the solvated
tron, we conclude that Jortner’s pseudopotential~PS3! pro-

FIG. 10. The effective force potential acting on the bubble, extrac
through Eqs.~14!–~15! of text @from DR-PS3 withDRb(t50)528 Å].
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duces the most reliable results in this application, hence
dynamical calculations were limited to this pseudopotent

The simulations provide important insights, and reve
details of dynamics beyond what is accessible through tim
resolved spectroscopy. The information content of such m
surements is limited to the observation of the breathing
riod of the bubble and its dissipation time scale, which c
be obtained from the time dependent spectra of the trap
electron. To make this connection with experiments, we h
explicitly computed the time dependence of the energy lev
of the electron as the liquid evolves. Beyond this, the sim
lations reveal that the fastest liquid motion in the near-fi
consists of the interfacial compressional waves. These la
amplitude oscillations launch shock waves that propagat
supersonic velocities. These solitonic waves, which pro
gate without dispersion at velocities proportional to their a
plitude, carry the nonlinear excitation of the fluid. They pl
the important role of ensuring that the subsequent liquid m
tions drop to the linear response regime. The bubble exp
sion velocity drops significantly below the speed of soun
justifying the adiabaticity condition for the near-field dynam
ics of the liquid during the breathing of the bubble. Th
accompanying near field driven dynamics, consisting
ripples, is carried out by long-wave phonons~l5300 Å! and
high frequency rotons (k52 Å21). The main channel of dis-
sipation is the radiation of sound, which is driven by t
acceleration of the bubble at its turning points. These ob
vations are consistent with classical hydrodynamics, whic
shown to be in quantitative agreement with the quant
TDDF simulations where comparisons are possible. T
simulations providea posteriorijustification for our previous
treatment of superfluid dynamics attendant to the sudden
citation of a Rydberg electron.12 Moreover, the computed
breathing period of the electron bubble, 116–132 ps in
different TDDF treatments~see Table II!, is quite similar to
the experimentally observed breathing period of 145 ps
the case of the He2(3d) Rydberg state. This occurs, althoug
the excess electron bubble at equilibrium has a radius of 1
Å, while in the case of the excimer the bubble radius in t
3d state is predicted to be 13 Å, usingab initio pair-
potentials under the assumption of pairwise additivity.13 An
experimental determination of the damped oscillations of
liquid around a suddenly created excess electron would
vide a more rigorous test of the present analysis.

The present results with regard to the time scale of
equilibration of the bubble, is more than an order of mag
tude longer than what had been predicted previously, us
seemingly similar assumptions. For example, Rosenblit
Jortner, who use the same pseudopotential and assume
batic hydrodynamics subject to dissipation via emission
sound, predict a bubble equilibration time of 8.5 ps.24 This,
and similar prior treatments,28 assume that the bubble edg
can expand at velocities near that of sound. The simulati
reveal that such velocities are precluded by the nonlin
response of the fluid, which leads to the generation of sh
waves that rapidly carry momentum to the far-field. The su
sequent bubble motion occurs with significantly reduced
cal fluid velocities.

d
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The presented simulations more generally establish
value of explicit simulations of microscopic dynamics in s
perfluid helium using time-dependent density function
~TDDF!. The present treatment was limited to radially sy
metric dynamics. Extension of the method to relieve t
constraint, while maintaining numerical efficiency, is pre
ently being developed.
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APPENDIX A: NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION

The Adams predictor–corrector method consists of
following predicting step:36

yk115yk1
h

24
~55yk8259yk218 137yk228 29yk238 !, ~A1!

with the following correcting step:

yk115yk1
h

24
~9yk118 119yk825yk218 1yk228 !, ~A2!

wherey8 denotes the time derivative and subindices refe
different time steps. This time integration scheme furth
more allows efficient parallel execution. The spatial discre
zation was carried out to second order,

]y

]x
5

y~x1h!2y~x2h!

2h
1err~O~h2!!,

~A3!
]2y

]x2 5
y~x1h!22y~x!1y~x2h!

h2 1err~O~h2!!.

The above scheme was also used for implementing the N
mann boundary conditions and thus the overall order of
proximation in space is preserved. The time integrat
scheme was observed to be norm as well as energy con
ing in various one-dimensional wave packet simulations
well as in solving Eq.~9!. Various strategies for dissipativ
nonreflecting boundaries were attempted but none of th
appeared satisfactory.37 Thus the solution was to place
simple Neumann-type boundary far away from the bub
center so that the reflected waves could not interfere with
bubble motion. A spherical region from 3.0 to 500 Å w
therefore considered in the calculations. In the present o
dimensional calculation, such a procedure is not very exp
sive but the cost would, of course, increase rapidly w
problem dimension. With large bubble edge displaceme
this was not sufficient since in these calculations sh
wavefronts were observed and they travel at velocities hig
than speed of sound. For this reason the last 50 Å was a
cated as a buffer region where the waves were attenuate
scaling the wave function at each time step by a

S~r ,t !5H 1 r ,450 Å,

12C2~r !S 12
uc~r ,t !u2

r0
D r>450 Å,

~A4!
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where C2(r )512exp(2K(r2450 Å)) and K55.331026

Å21. It should be noted that this buffer region works pro
erly only for short wavelengths~l,50 Å! and that the choice
of K is critical in minimizing back reflections from the buffe
region. All time propagations were carried out with a 1 fs
time step, which was sufficient for a 0.2 Å spatial grid.

For time-independent calculations we have used
above spatial discretitzation scheme and solved the ma
eigenvalue problem using the LAPACK routine DGEEV.38

For an electron@Eq. ~10!# a sphere with a 30 Å radius wa
evaluated numerically with the Dirichlet condition at th
outer edge and Neumann at the inner boundary. In the s
calculation the liquid edge was placed at 40 Å.

During the time propagation a fast way of solving th
occurring integrals in the effective potential is required@U in
Eq. ~9!#. When spherical symmetry applies all the integra
occurring in Eqs.~1! and ~3! can be reduced in dimension
ality by analytic integration. For example, for the Lennar
Jones integral in the functional of Eq.~1!,

E r~r 8!Vl~ ur 2r 8u!d3r 8, ~A5!

the reduction in dimensionality in spherical coordinates c
be obtained by a simple calculation. The distance betw
points (r ,0,0) and (r 8,u8,f8) is given by (r 21r 82

22rr 8 cos(u8))1/2. Analytic integration overu8 andf8 angles
yields

2pr 2E
u850

p

Vl~Ar 21r 8222rr 8 cos~u8!! sin~u8!du8

52pr 2
Vl~h!

h4 S ~a2bG!3

3b
2

~a2b!3

3b D
18pr 2eFs12S 1

5b~a2bG!52
1

5b~a1b!5D
2s6S 1

2b~a2bG!22
1

2b~a1b!2D G , ~A6!

wherea5r 21r 82, b52rr 8, and

G5minS 1,
r 8

2r
1

r

2r 8
2

h2

2rr 8D .

Thus only integration overr 8 remains. Other integrals can b
simplified in a similar manner.

APPENDIX B: ALTERNATIVE FORMULATION

Another approach in describing the dynamics would
to write the equations of motion for the liquid with respect
f and S, whereC(r ,t)5f(r ,t)eiS as was done in Refs. 7
and 9. In this notation the fluid velocity is defined asv(r )
5¹S(r )/MHe and we recognizeSas the velocity potential in
fluid dynamics. Propagation with respect tof ~or r! and S
proved to be numerically very unstable for the current pro
lem. The formulation of appropriate boundary conditions
spherical coordinates close to the origin is problematic, si
asymptotically the solutions tend to go to infinity due to t
electron–He potential. This also means that the time evo
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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tion of S is extremely fast in this region even thoughf ~or r!
is practically zero there. The numerical error originati
from this region eventually propagates to regions where
liquid density is nonzero, and the calculation diverges. T
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wave function representation avoids these problems as
norm nicely approaches zero towards the origin. The follo
ing set of equations can be derived ifr5f2 andSare chosen
as variables for propagation@cf. Eqs.~3! and ~7!#:
]r~r !

]t
1¹r•S r~r !v~r !2E VJ~ ur 2r 8u!r~r !r~r 8!~v~r !2v~r 8!!d3r 8 D50,

~B1!
]S~r !

]t
2m2

1

2MHe

DAr~r !

Ar~r !
1

MHe

2
v~r !22

MHe

2 E VJ~ ur 2r 8u!r~r 8!~v~r !2v~r 8!!2d3r 8

1E r~r 8!Vl
e~ ur 2r 8u!d3r 81

c2

2
~r~r !!21c2E Ph~ ur 2r 8u!r~r 8!r~r 8!d3r 81

c3

3
~r~r !!3

1c3E Ph~ ur 2r 8u!r~r 8!~r~r 8!!2d3r 81
as

2MHe
S 12

r~r !

r0s
D¹r•E S 12

r~r 8!

r0s
D¹r 8r~r 8!FG~ ur 2r 8u!d3r 81UHe

2* 2He~r !50.
t.,

, J.

m.

.

em.

, J.
en,
These equations resemble the Euler and continuity eq
tions of fluid dynamics. In fact, the connection betwe
quantum mechanics and fluid dynamics was recognize
long time ago by Madelung who used the same partition
of C as above~‘‘Madelung transformation’’!.30 While these
equations are useful to bring in the fluid dynamical conce
like backflow, issues with proper boundary conditions a
numerical instability limit their applicability in the presen
case. Another interesting application of this formulati
would be to introduce the dissipative terms due to norm
fluid from the two fluid model into the density functiona
treatment.4,5 In addition it should be noted that at small m
menta even the traditional hydrodynamical model is
pected to be sufficient for liquid helium.39 In the spherically
symmetric case this will lead to a fast semianalytic meth
for evaluating the bubble dynamics.

Finally, we note that the kinetic part in Eqs.~1! and ~3!
can be broken down as

1

2MHe
u¹C~r !u25

1

2MHe
@ u¹Aru21MHe

2 rv2#

5
1

2MHe
u¹Aru21

MHe

2
rv2, ~B2!

whereAr5f. This expression is compatible with Refs.
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